Dimensioner by Magaya

Automate your warehouse and boost your profits

How much money are you
leaving on the table each
day due to inaccurate
dims?
When it comes to warehouse operations, accuracy
is everything. You wouldn't be satisfied if your
inventory was off, even by a small margin. The
same should go for your weights and measures.
Dimensioner by Magaya turbocharges your
warehouse with cutting-edge warehouse
automation, saving time and money, and getting
pallet measurements right, the first time and every
time.
Seize complete control of your shipping costs and
revenue by accurately and automatically
measuring dimensions of packages and instantly
saving them, complete with photos, to your Magaya
system or current WMS.
Dimensioner provides accurate data in an instant
that can automatically be shared with most
software systems, making your job easier and more
profitable. That leads to increased profits, improved
efficiency, and faster warehouse processes.

REAL RESULTS
Increased Annual Revenue
by 15%

Dimensioner boosts revenues fast,
allowing you to charge accurately and
reduce the number of chargebacks due
to increased accuracy and photo
evidence.

Improved Productivity by
96%

Measuring every dimension of a pallet
with a tape measure is a tedious, time
consuming, costly, and error-prone
process that Dimensioner automates in
a flash.

Reduced $40 of Lost
Revenue on Average for
Every Pallet

Rounding errors associated with getting
dims by hand are eroding your profits.
Dimensioner delivers the precise
measurements you need to charge your
customers accurately.

Reduced Data Entry Time by
10%
"We went from processing 150 boxes per day to
over 500 with our parcel Dimensioner and Binder.
Our operation is unique where we have to open
each box and take a picture of its contents. The
Dimensioner and Binder combination has allowed
us to accelerate our operations and keep up with
the inbound volumes.“
Nestor Alfredo Santa Ana
FTC&L

Taking and downloading photos,
attaching them to the right records in
the system, and inputting dimensions
manually takes far more time than it
should. Get back to productive work by
letting Dimensioner automate it all.

EASY, EXPERT
INSTALLATION

Low Upfront Costs
The Dimensioner is offered as a Device as a Service (DaaS) model,
keeping your upfront costs low and leaving the technical legwork
to the Magaya experts.

CONNECTS WITH
YOUR EXISTING WMS

System-Agnostic
Dimensioner is integrated with Magaya Supply Chain and can also
connect with your existing WMS or ERP software, making it easy to
get started without needing to replace your entire infrastructure.

SPECIFICATIONS

Pallets and Parcels
Uses sophisticated software algorithms for fast and efficient
measurement of pallets or parcels, regardless of shape, size or
material.

Pallet Dimensioner

Parcel Dimensioner

ACCURACY: + or – 0.5"
MAX SIZE: 110" x 110" x 96"
MIN SIZE:
17" x 7" x 7"

ACCURACY: + or – 0.25"
MAX SIZE: 36" x 36" x 36"
MIN SIZE:
3" x 3" x 3"
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